
 
MCC SALT/YAMEN Service Opportunity 
 
Assignment Title & Partner Organization: SALT/YAMEN: English Teacher & Youth Engagement 
Worker – Savan Centre/Fida Laos  
       
Term: August 15, 2018 – July 14, 2019      
FTE: 1.0 
Location: Savannakhet, Lao PDR       
Date Required: August 15, 2018 
 
SALT program information and policies can be found at: mcc.org/salt 
YAMEN program information and policies can be found at: mcc.org/yamen 
 
MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values diversity 
and invites all qualified candidates to apply. 

Synopsis:  
 
The SALT/ YAMENer will serve with Savan Centre/Fida Laos in Savannakhet to support their 
activities, build relationships spend time with young people (members and volunteers of the Centre). 
S/he will plan and carry out social activities with staff and youth, and work closely with the Savan 
Centre team. One of the core tasks is English teaching, but there are opportunities to aslo teach sports, 
computer skills, dance, music, arts, etc. are other areas of opportunity at the Savan Centre. 
 
Qualifications:  
 
All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to: a personal Christian faith and 
discipleship; active church membership; and nonviolent peacemaking. 
 

 College or university degree (completed or in progress) or work experience in Education 
required by Lao government for Visa approval 

 Strong English skills (English Teaching experience preferred) 
 Interest in sharing English skills in school and community settings 
 Experience working with youth an asset 
 Previous experience working with or teaching basic computer skills / music / sports an asset 
 Good organizational and planning skills 
 Flexible and patient with schedule changes, and willingness to take the time to build 

relationships in community and work as part of the team 
 Creative and outgoing 
 Willing to diligently study the local language and live with a local host family and attend a 

local church or prayer group. 
 

Assignment Narrative:  
 
The Savan Centre, otherwise known as the Youth Resource Center in Savannakhet (YRCS) is directed 
by a Finnish Non-Governmental Organization called Fida International and partners with the 
Savannakhet Provincial Education and Sports Service and the Ministry of Education and Sports. The 
YALT placement supervisor for this position is Titta Jakonen: Technical Advisor in Training and 
Activities, Savan Center (Fida International). The Centre began in 2014 with the objective to support 



and grow “holistically healthy young people in Savannakhet”. The aim is to empower young people 
from 14- 22 years of age in various ways; providing young people a safe place to meet, organize tutoring 
on different subjects, internships and work experience for youth, provide scholarships for students that 
cannot afford, trainings and HIV/AIDS awareness with youth, basic vocational trainings in sewing, 
beauty salon, electronic repair, etc. They also provide musical equipment, board games and sports 
equipment to the Centre, and have an active music room. They have a football field and already 
organize other sports activities. They run a volunteer program that regularly trains the youth 
volunteers as well. There are many opportunities to be involved in a variety of projects.  
 
After working on a High School Development Program, this project began in response to Fida’s 
observation that many young people quit school early and are in danger of social exclusion like human 
trafficking, drug use, and alcoholism. Their opportunities for employment are limited because of a lack 
of vocational education and skills. The Savan Center offers a safe place for its members to attend 
different kinds of activities to develop their skills, increase their confidence, and have access to good 
advisors in their life.  
 
The SALT/ YAMENer will support the staff to work with Lao youth through English teaching and 
through other skills like e.g. sports, computer skills or music. They will have an opportunity to develop 
his/her own teaching skills, have experience working with youth and working in a multicultural team 
(Lao and Finnish). Also S/he will have opportunities to connect with local people through everyday life 
outside the work as well.  
 
Living and serving in Laos with MCC offers opportunities for the SALT/ YAMENer to learn more 
about their faith, and experience cultural exchange and vocational training in a context of Christian 
community.  MCC staff can explore different worship styles and expressions of Christian community in 
formal and informal Church gatherings, and reflect on what it means to live their faith and personal 
commitment to peacebuilding in their relationships at work and with their host family. MCC staff join 
with a multicultural and multi-faith staff at the Savan Centre, while serving an equally diverse 
community of students. This dynamic is a unique aspect of work in Laos that makes daily life an act of 
peacebuilding among groups that do not always understand or trust each other. MCC staff in Laos will 
likewise learn a great deal about historic and contemporary conflicts and peacebuilding initiatives.  
 
Duties:  
A specific schedule will be arranged between the SALT/ YAMENer and the supervisor, so as to 
accommodate the individual strengths and interests of the participant. Some possibilities are as follows:  
  

 Teaching English at the Savan Centre 
 Spending time with youth (members who attend are 14-22 years old) at Savan Centre; the 

Centre is open from Tuesday - Sunday 2-8pm and when some special events take place during 
weekend (e.g. camp, campaigns) the Centre will be open also in the mornings 

 Assist in planning other activities at Savan Centre; e.g. computer skills, sports, music, arts 
 Build relationships with youth in and outside classes 
 Attend and participate in regular staff meetings  
 Assist other staff as needed 
 Depending on prior experience, there are possibilities to assist with national staff development 
 Prepare and submit stories, planning and reporting documents to MCC 
 Attend MCC Laos team meetings and staff events 
 Attend a local church or prayer group with colleagues 

 
 



Location Description:  
 
The SALT/ YAMENer will be based in Kaisone Phomvihane District of Savannakhet is located in the 
south of Laos on the banks of the Mekong River, neighboring Thailand and Vietnam. Its name 
originally comes from Savanh Nakhone, meaning ‘City of Paradise’. Savannakhet is approximately a six 
to seven-hour drive from Vientiane. The road trip is an opportunity to view the Mekong River scenery 
and the spectacular hills along the way. On the other hand, the city can also be reached via the Thai-Lao 
Friendship Bridge from Mukdahan, Thailand. Even though Savannakhet is the second largest town in 
country, it is in fact a small, peaceful and relaxed place.   
 
Savannakhet is home to various ethnic groups including Lao, Thai, Chinese, Vietnamese and more. The 
city features a number of tourist attractions like the famous sacred Buddhist site – That Ing Hang Stupa 
and most the town's architecture is French Colonial. There are some small restaurants and cafés 
alongside the Mekong River downtown, and even in smaller villages upriver. The National Provincial 
Protected Area at Dong Natad is one of the 20 national protected land parcels in this province. A large 
tract of tropical monsoon forest hosting many ethnic minority groups, this area has a diverse wildlife 
population and offers eco-tours for Nature lovers. 
 
In Savannakhet one is able to participate in in Lao Evangelical churches, a Lao Catholic church, and an 
English-speaking international fellowship. 
 
There are three major open-air markets in Savannakhet. Each market has fresh food and prepared food 
for sale; the big market has made-to-order vendors. There are lots of local restaurants and generally 
speaking, it is cheap to eat outside. Local cuisine consists of rice, fish, chicken, vegetables, etc. There is 
frequent use of peanut products in daily food preparation. Vegetarian diets are difficult to accommodate. 
There are also some restaurants or cafés that serve for example French or Japanese cuisine; those are 
more expensive.  
 
Recent years in Savannakhet there have been made a lot of construction work of roads but still 
condition is only moderate. The traffic can seem a little bit chaotic, and it’s very important to be alert 
when riding a bicycle. Overall, Savannakhet is a very bike-able and walk-able town, and MCC staff will 
enjoy the opportunity for daily exercise when commuting to work. MCC staff should expect a bike or 
walking commute of up to 3km. In the evenings, public transportation is difficult to find in the city. 
Although tuk-tuks are abundant during the day, they seem to disappear as the evening wears on. A tuk-
tuk is a vehicle with a motorcycle engine in the front and a passenger compartment in the back with 
room for about 6 people. Recently public bus service has been increased in the city, but it remains a 
work in progress. A combination of shops closing in early evening and safety issues ensures that most 
MCC staff would be home by 10:00 p.m. There have been an increasing number of purse snatchings 
with a drive by motorcyclist grabbing the purse of pedestrians or those on bicycles or motorcycles.  It is 
advised that personal items be secure and not to carry items of a lot of value when travelling. 
 
For non-emergency medical help, most foreigners use an informal network of foreign medical 
personnel. Medical care is usually provided by a local clinic or at variety of medical facilities in 
Thailand, as the Lao medical system tends to be inconsistent. Any major medical emergencies are dealt 
with in Thailand.  
 
There aren’t so many free time activities outside home, but you can for example go for a walk or bicycle 
by the riverside. There are informal youth sports groups, outdoor aerobics, and swimming pools in 
town; all of which are apt to change and open or close over time, so it is best to check with locals when 
you arrive about recreational options. Internet connections are available, but can sometimes be fairly 
slow or not working at busiest hours of the day.  



 
Lao people are generally friendly and welcoming to foreigners, and they are usually willing to give you 
a hand whenever you need help!  
 
Challenges:  
 

 North American standard hospital & dental care is not available. Long distance to emergency 
medical care. Health risks include mosquito borne diseases (dengue fever and malaria) and 
problems from unclean water consumption. Living, eating and hygiene facilities are often very 
basic.  Often there is continuous exposure to heat, dust and mold. Professional counseling and 
mental health services extremely limited. 

 Savannakhet is hot and humid much of the year and many homes, schools and offices are not 
air-conditioned. 

 There is frequent use of peanut products in daily food preparation.  Adhering to a vegetarian 
diet may be challenging as meat, seafood and egg products are regular part of meals.  

 Significant cultural/religious differences i.e. gender roles, perceptions of LGBTQ+ individuals, 
interfaith relations, and racial stereotypes may exist. Openly LGTBQ+ individuals may find it 
challenging to feel supported by the local church.  

 Schedules in Lao often change without notice, you may, for example find out about a meeting or 
holiday just before it happens. Managing frustration when things don’t turn out as expected can 
be hard. While we do our best to determine and outline job responsibilities with our local 
partners, assignments really come alive based on the passions, skills, and gifts of an individual. 
Responsibilities may change or be refined over time in communication with supervisors to meet 
the ongoing changes and needs within a local context. As such, the greatest characteristics a 
participant can bring to an assignment are adaptability, flexibility, patience, a willingness to get 
your hands dirty, and humility to complete even mundane tasks. 

 For those who are very task oriented, it can be a challenge to recognize the importance of 
"being" instead of always "doing" as building healthy relationships and mutually transformative 
learning is an important part of the participant experience. We hope participants will come with 
a desire to walk alongside our local partners, rather than see the assignment solely as a way to 
"get things done".  

 
 


